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When something feels good, when something seems attractive, and 
when something changes human and social behavior, it immediate-
ly becomes the target of my observations. 
But since I can only explain very few of my observations logically, 
I have to pursue them differently. So I try to recognize, to pick up, 
to reproduce or to distort the phenomena connected with them. In 
the process, real objects or my own drawings are transformed into a 
digital form, and ideas in the digital influence my understanding of 
the physical world. 
This reciprocal transformation, reverses the boundaries of the ex-
pected and the expected, of desire and rejection, of desire and 
reality, individual and society.
A parallel world emerges in which something familiar is suddenly 
completely different, a context long believed to be developed must 
be questioned again. I understand my work as an invitation into this 
world of 3D scans, videos, animations, collages, drawings and parti-
cipatory actions; in which I form a sense of social contexts and the 
dynamics of our environment. 



Chance
2022,
Videoistallation 4:27 minutes, looped,lottery tickets, piggy banks, carpet
size variable

Financial security is in the vast majority of cases not the result of hard work, 
but of a class society in which it is possible to be born rich and with the cor-
responding mindset. The dream of money, wealth and social advancement 
is also often related to personal satisfaction. However, the happiness of this 
security is not won in the lottery and all tricks to overcome the hurdles fail.

Detail »Pfusch«, Einblick Ausblick, Kiel, 2022, 
Exhibitionsview »Pfusch«, Einblick Ausblick, Muthesisu Kunsthochschule, Kiel, 2022, 



Videostills »Chance«



Entangled
2022,
VVideoistallation 4:27 minutes, looped, painted cardboard box
60 x 40 x 100cm

The cultural significance of food in society moves in a complicated web 
between necessity and status symbol. What privileges are associated 
with our meals?

Exhibitionsview »Single Club«, Alte Muthesius, Atelier Umraum, Kiel, 2022
Photos: Frank Peter Videostills »Entangled«



Snaildisco
2021,
Glassbeads, brass wire, Glasplate
40 x 60 x 15 cm
Photos: Dron & Dworzcyk

A world defined by patterns that 
still manages to defy them.



Exhibitionsview »Abgefuckt liebt dich«, Alte Muthesius, Atelier Umraum, 2021 Details



homeliness
2021,
Video 10:00 Minutes, looped

Videostils »homeliness«

The inside and the outside are out of sync. The 
feeling of safety within one‘s own four walls 
becomes an anxiety situation and turns into 
an escape to the outside. The change between 
the extremes, restless or completely withdrawn, 
leads us into a world in which both only feel like 
a simulation.



The Animals
2021 - ongoing,
Crayon- and Feltmarkers on Stonepaper
Photos: Esteban Perez

»sausage dog«, 2022,
20 x 30 cm

Social constructions such as responsibility, social relations, and status create 
a complex narrative around individual figures. 
The ambiguous drawings tell other differently interpretable stories of power, 
grief, oppression, and cohesion that are based on intersectional observations.

top down:
»Der Hund«, 2021,
60 x 40 cm
»Die Gürteltiere«, 2021,
60 x 40 cm



»Der Igel«, 2021,
3 Blätter, je 40 x 60 cm



Fellows
2020,
3 Drwaing 20 x 30 cm, 
Crayon- and Feltmarkers on Stonepaper,
3 Plushed Animals  height: ca. 90 cm,
Soft Fabric, Felt, Fiberfill, Rice,
3 Videos, 3:20 minutes,
3D Scans of the objects animated
Botanischer Garten, Kiel

Photos : Mateusz Dworczyk

The relationships between humans and animals show different power relations. Dependencies, 
trust and affection are close together. 
The fabric objects originate from my drawing, they transfer the thought from the limited paper 
into the physical world. In the videos the 3D scanned creatures were animated, they now seem 
to tell their story alive. They thus creep into our world of thought and begin a not only one-sided 
relationship with human.





Somebody Must Live Here
2020-2021,
Drawings  
Crayon- and Feltmarkers on Stonepaper,
20 x 30 cm & 30 x 40 cm,
Painted Cardboard,
 80 x 50 x 70 cm,

Living space is hidden behind the facades. Only small things point to the inside, 
their inhabitants. Lovingly put together, stone on stone, almost like a mantra, the 
pattern repeats itself to form the home. While still speculating about the inner life, 
the outside develops a life of its own and becomes independent. 

Simulated Exhibition View, 2021



4eva Not Appealing
2020,
Video 01:20 minutes

https://vimeo.com/411405220 Passwort : dry2stay

Most of the bright, fresh apricots are grown with the sole purpose of drying them. This makes 
it easier to sell the fruit, which ripens very early in the year, and transport it around the world. 
What does preservation do to our understanding of time?

Videostill »4ever Not Appealing«



DrLonely
2020,
SadSong Music-Video 01:17 Minutes,
Instagram-Telephone-Hotline-Performance,
Young Urban Performace Festival

The SadSong DrLonely and the accompanying TelefonPerformance was my attempt to create a 
platform against loneliness at the beginning of the pandemic. The SadSong was always shared 
on InstagramStories at 4pm, opening my hotline to lonely people longing for conversation. For 
a month, I was able to be called. The SadSong remains, the feeling of togetherness in loneliness 
and the memory of over 20 callers.

https://vimeo.com/399691314 Passwort : CallMe345

Videostills SadSongMusikVideo »DrLonely«

Screenshots, im Gespräch und InstagramWerbung, Auswahl



mememorize
2019,
Video 03:40 Minutes

We can remember everything, supposedly precisely, but often only approximate impressions re-
main forever in our memory and we think we are quite sure what it was exactly, how it looked and 
how it sounded. But we can be wrong and time moves on and the information that is transmitted 
in the news, on the Internet and in social networks with these images is constantly changing. In 
this memory we never find an identical pair, because even if he impression is similar, two diffe-
rent moments are never the same.

Videostills »Mememorize«

Exhibitionview »Rausch und andere Sitten, 
Brunswicker Pavillion, 2020, Kiel
Photos: Mateusz Dworczyk



Conversation Hearts
2019,
LoveSong und Music-Video 1:30 Minutes,
Animated Drawing, Tablet, Sweets
Photos : Mateusz Dworczyk

Exhibitionviews »Moderne Melancholie« Flämische Straße, 2020, Kiel

On the candies that are sold as „Conversation Hearts“ are many vows of love and promises. Short 
remarks that outline our definition of love. They are based on fixed, old ideas of romance. In the 
song I sing all the little sayings one after the other in such a way that a sugary sweet but some-
how painful LoveSong emerges.



Love Food (Auswahl)
2019- ongoing,
Digital Collage, Digital Drawing,
size variabel

Recipes whose components have an aphrodisiac effect on people are also always based on 
the desire for affection. How we actually perceive a (shared) meal depends on different fac-
tors. 
The images of contemporary food photography, distort the cultural stories of food, they arou-
se aesthetic expectations that often can not help improve the table conversation. With the 
drawings, I correct the images from the recipe books, adding a sensation, an ingredient or a 
guest.

»Tellerrand«, 2019 »Observatorium«, 2020 »Konspiratives Treffen«, 2021



The internet and the reciprocal relationship between humans 
and virtual space is an important part of my work. Through the 
constant, serious and above all joint examination and observation 
of the worlds of the Internet, in 2019 I initiated the collective and 
autonomous class memeclassworldwide together with Juan Blanco 
and Mateusz Dworczyk. Permanent members of the collective are 
furthermore Bernhard Garnicnig and Jennifer Scherler.

Starting from the internet as a reference space, 
memeclassworldwide investigates the aesthetic, social and political 
dimensions of advancing digitalization. Since 2019 we have been 
organizing seminars, workshops and research residencies in which 
those phenomena of the digital and the impact of digitalization 
on our society will be addressed. The results of our artistic and 
discursive work are regularly transferred to the physical world 
and put up for discussion, e.g. in the form of exhibitions. 

www.memeclassworldwi.de

memeclassworldwide



memeclassworldwide 
One hundred candles on a buttercream cake,
12.05.2021, exhibition space Oberbilker Allee 57, Düsseldorf

Butter bust of Joseph Beuys, refrigerator, rabbit‘s foot, two picture panels (3 x 1.70 m), balloons, 
birthday candles, laid birthday table, flowers, dream journey (07:10 min)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PBrlHU_GRk8&t=15s
Video-Documentaion (11:31 Minutes)

On the occasion of the 100th birthday 
of Joseph Beuys on 12.5.2021 memec-
lassworldwide organized a birthday 
celebration exhibition in a small circle. 
Together, 100 candles were lit, sung 
and a dream journey was taken. The 
birthday child, Joseph Beuys, who re-
ceived even more attention than usual 
this year due to the anniversary, was 
celebrated once again and at the same 
time a farewell was said to him. The 
myths surrounding his person, half-
true narratives and glorifications of the 
artist „genius“ that are so often repea-
ted, but gloss over or conceal possible 
problematic contexts. 
He has been woven into the historical 
context and his significance for the 
present clarified, thus also paving the 
way for a less redundant discourse on 
art, society and politics.

Photos: Marina Kiga





Videostill memeclassworldwide »Video-Tutorial-Documentation«

memeclassworldwide 
Video-Tutorial-Documentation,
2020,
Video full Version 127:27 Minutes,

Video short Version 25:43 Minutes

https://youtu.be/XT9PwZi1Mb0

The Internet is an important instance in our socialization. It is a part of our everyday life, a way to 
learn or to be entertained. The exchange about the cultures that are formed there is often neg-
lected. What is the role of artists and art academies in dealing with the phenomena of the Inter-
net? The video tutorial Documetation is one of these tutorials. It guides us through the deep seas, 
the wild jungles and up the highest mountains of the Internet, through the history of learning to 
the endless hopes of the WorldWideWeb.

https://youtu.be/-0Ns8N2WDj8

Videostill memeclassworldwide »Video-Tutorial-Documentation«



memeclassworldwide 
collection,
2020,
Postercollection, Digital Prints 60 x 85 cm,
Kunsthalle Kiel,

Exhibitionview»collection«
Photos : Mateusz Dworczyk

Together with participants of the seminar „memeclassworldwide: Put on your Tinfoilhat“ 29 pos-
ters were designed for the exhibition in the Kunsthalle. The confrontation with the image surface 
of the computer screen was both the theme of the seminar and the theme of the visual confronta-
tion for the exhibition. Behind the glass, the physical posters imitate the reflective surface of the 
screen.

Digital Collage
Ramona Kortyka & Malte Petersen

Digital Collage
Ramona Kortyka & Eva Haupt



memeclassworldwide 
I didn‘t know it‘s that easy,
2019,
Salt dough magnets, salt stone bricks, poster, destroyed samartphone(found object), 
Video 3:14 Minutens
Prima Kunst Container, Kiel
Photos : Mateusz Dworczyk

https://youtu.be/Cr7oaL11hbM

Exhibitionview »I didn‘t know it‘s that easy«

During the research stay in BadAusee (Austria), internet phenomena and cirale spread of 
thoughts and clichés were researched on the basis of the actual vacation region in the Salz-
kammergut. Subsequently, and based on this observation, the salt dough magnets, diagrams and 
video were created. The idea of this mountain world par excellence was thus brought to Kiel

Exhibitionview  »I didn‘t know it‘s that easy«

Details »I didn‘t know it‘s that easy«



Curriculum Vitae
Ramona Kortyka                   sie/ihr                       *1991 Aachen

Ausbildung
seit 2015 Studium freien Kunst, Muthesius Kunsthochschule

Ausstellungen

2022 »Gelbisch«, w/Eva Haupt, Galerie Anna Klinkhammer, Düsseldorf (E) 
2022 »Single Club«, Atelier Umraum Galerie, Alte Muthesius, Kiel (G)
2021 »Turn Of The Tide«, Futur3 Festival, Kiel (mcww)
2021 »Female Invasion«, Atelier Umraum Galerie, Alte Muthesius, Kiel (G)
2021 »Abgefuckt liebt dich«, Atelier Umraum Galerie, Alte Muthesius, Kiel (G)
2021 »Einhundert Geburtstagskerzen auf einer Buttercremetorte«, 
 Ausstellungsraum Obebilker Allee 57, Düsseldorf (mcww)
2020 »Fellows«, botanischer Garten, Kiel  (E)
2020 »Escaleras Futuras» , Galerie Santa Fe, Bogota (mcww)
2020 »collection«, Kunsthalle, Kiel (mcww)
2020 »Rausch und andere Sitten«, Brunswiker Pavillion Kiel (G)
2020 »Moderne Melancholie«, flämische Straße, Kiel (G)
2019 »I didn‘t know it‘s that easy«, PrimaKunst e.V. Container in der Stadtgalerie Kiel (mcww)
2019 »Survival Art Festival«, Wrocław (Polen) (G)

Publikationen

2021 »memeclassworldwide: documentation, research, index«,  
 w/Bernhard Garnicnig, Jennifer Merlyn Scherler, Gestaltet von No Talent Studio (mcww)

Performances
2020          »DrLonely«, Young Urban Performance Festival, online, 
                 im Rahmen von »Connecting The Isolated« 

2018-2020  »GelatoMittwoch« gemeinsam mit Esteban Perez, Muthesius Kunsthochschule

2017, 2018  »EWA Award« gemeinsam mit Esteban Perez und Thies Warnke, 
         im Rahmen des Futur3 Festivals, Kiel

Seminare und Workshops (mcww)
2021  »good ideas always appeal to people when they resonate with their hidden needs« 
 FHNW Hochschule für Gestaltung und Kunst, Institut Lehrberufe für Gestaltung und Kunst,   
  Basel

2020  »memeclassworldwide x carte blanche: break it until you make it. then spark a little joy!«
 FHNW Hochschule für Gestaltung und Kunst, Institut Kunst; Forum 2, Basel

2019 & 2020  »memeclassworldwide x new media art workshop«
 Universität für Kunst und Design, Institut für Kunst und Bildung, Linz

2019 — 2020  »YouTube Seminar«, »computing and programming lounge«, »put on your tinfoil    
 hat«, »Love and Riots«, »sorry for the inconvenience« Muthesius Kunsthochschule, Kiel

Legende
(E)Einezlausstellung, (G)Gruppenausstellung, (mcww)mit memeclassworldwide


